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Abstract
By the complexity KF’(@) of the formula @: (A V B) * C we mean the minimal length of
a program which on input (0,A) outputs C and on input (I,@ outputs C. We prove that there
exist words A, B, C such that IQ’(@) is close to K(Cl.4) + K( ClB). @ 1998-Elsevier
Science
B.V. Ail rights reserved
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According
to ideas of A.N. Kolmogorov, the problem of estimation of a complexity
of a formula of propositional
calculus become sensible if we consider each variable
as a task of indication of some word, Then each formula also corresponds to a task.
For example, the formula A =+- B corresponds to the following task: “given word

A construct word B”. It is natural to define complexity of this formula as minimal
length of a program which on input A outputs B. Clearly, it is conditional Kolmogorob
complexity K(BIA).
In the paper

[l] five authors estimated

is minimal length of a program
outputs A. They proved that

the complexity

which on input

KF(A H B) = max(K(AIB),K(BIA))

of the formula A H B, that.

(0,A) outputs B and on input

+ O(log(lAl

(1,B)

+ 1B1))

(we denote the complexity of a formula cp by KF((p), the length of a word X by /X /
all logarithms in our paper have base 2).
We consider the formula @: (A V B) 3 C. Its complexity is minimal length of a
program which on input (0,A) outputs C and on input (l,B) outputs C. It is natural
to put the question about correlation between the complexity of Qi and conditional
complexities K(CIA), K(CIB). In the present paper we prove that unlike the case of
the formula A H B in our case KF(@) can be close to K(CIA) + K(CIB). Evidently,
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the estimate M;(a) 6K(C]A) +K(CIB)
so this estimate is sharp enough.
Let us consider
Theorem.

an optimal

3dVm,n3A,B,C
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+ 2(log K(C]A) + log K(CIB))

programming

+const

is true,

system S to be fixed.

[K(CIA)<m+2(log

m+log

n)+d,

K(CIB)dn+2(log

mt

log n) + d, KF(@) > n + m - 11, where the number d depends only on programming
system (here m, n are natural numbers: A, B, C are words).
Proof.

We will construct

complexity
K’(CIB)<n

some special

programming

system

S’ with corresponding

K’ such that for some words A, B, C K’(CIA),<m + 2(log m + log n) + d,
+ 2(log m + log n) + d and there is no program from S which has length

<n + m - 1 and outputs C on inputs (0, A) and (1, B). To construct S’ we must define
an enumerable set of triples: (n,x, y) where n is number of a program (in lexicographic
numeration), x is an input, y is the output of the program on the input x (all three words
are in the alphabet (0,1)). Let us denote by A4 the set of triples which corresponds
to the fixed system S.
We will use the game approach

developed

a game with two players. The players
(which is denoted by PI) enumerates
can ascribe some word
are already ascribed to
(i,x, y) E S’, and hence
const. Assume without
for PI to ascribe to a
K’(ylx) > n does not

by AnA.

Muchnik

in [2]. Let us describe

know the numbers m and n. The first player
triples of S’ as follows. On every move PI

y to some word x. The word y differs from all words which
x. If there are exactly i - 1 words already ascribed to x then
K’(y]x, m, n) 6 log i+const, K’(ylx) d log i+2(log m+log n)+
loss of generality that n >m. Note that there is not a reason
word more than 2” words because the fact that for some x,y
help to find required triple (A, B, C). So, we consider that PI

can ascribe not more than 2” words to every word. To accelerate
him to make finite number of moves in succession.

the game we permit

The second player (which is denoted by Pz) can construct step-by-step j = 2”‘+-’
ordered pairs of functions from words to words: (f,‘,fi),
(fi,f$),.
. . , (fj,ff).
On
every move P2 can define finite number

of functions

on finite number

of words.

The game can last infinitely long. The first player wins if after some move of P2 there
exists a triple (A, B, C) such that for some il d 2” and i2 < 2” we have: (ir ,A, C) E S’,
(iz,B, C) E S’ and there is no i such that ff(A)
= C, f F(B) = C. Otherwise, the
second player wins.
We claim that if there exists computable winning strategy for the first player then
the triple (A, B, C) is required. Indeed, let the second player plays according to the
system S in the following way. He enumerates ordered quadruples (k, x, y, z) such that
the program with number k < 2”‘++’ (hence, its length d m + n - 1) from S outputs z
on inputs (0,x) and (1, y). For each such quadruple P2 defines: f;(x) = z, f i(y) = z.
PI has a winning way of constructing of S’. Since VxK(x) <K’(x) + const, this implies
existence of the required words A, B, C. So it remains to prove the following lemma.
Lemma.

There exists a computable

winning strategy for PI.
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Proof. Let us represent the game in a more convenient
form. Consider horizontal
lexicographic sequence of all words where over each word there are 2” places located
on a vertical

line. These places are for those words which the first player ascribes

the corresponding
facts of equality

word. But it is easy to see that result of the game depends

to

only on

of the words (that is a result does not change if we replace all equal

words used in the game by another equal words).

This implies the following

rules.

At any moment of the game there is a finite number of finite mutually disjoint sets
of places, and each set contains on any vertical line not more than one element. The
first player can add some place (not belonging to any set) to some set or declare some
such place as a new set (the meaning is: words corresponding to places from the same
set are equal). The second player can mark elements of the sets by numbers: I ,, 12.,
21, 22,. ..,2y+n-1,
2;+n-’ (the meaning is: the mark kj for a place y over a word .X
means that f;(x) = y). The requirement is: there are no equal marks on every vertical
line. PI wins if at some moment after a move of Pz there exist places X, _Vfrom one
set for which there is no k such that x is marked by kl and y is marked by k?, and
there are no more than 2” sets on the vertical containing X.
Let us describe a winning

strategy for P 1. PI puts on the first horizontal

a large (we

will see from the construction how large) number of two-element sets ordered from
left to right. After the next move of P2 for each set there exists k (otherwise, clearly,
Pr wins) such that the left element is marked by kl and the right element is marked
by k2. Among the sets we take many one-type sets (that is with the same k). Let us
divide these sets into neigboring pairs: (left set, right set). PI adds to each left set the
place on the second horizontal over the right element of corresponding right set. These
extended sets will be called by step-sets. Applying to the step-sets the above argument
(that is consideration of pairs: (the most left element of the step set, the most right its
element)) we get for each step-set a second number which must differ from k (because
by the rules of the game P2 cannot put k2 over k2). Then we take many one-type pairs
of the original

sets. These pairs we again divide into pairs of the pairs. Then PI adds

to each step-set the place on the third horizontal
of correspondind

quadruple.

we find a third number

Applying

differing

over the right element

to the (extended)

from the first two numbers.

we consider octuples of the sets, 16-tuples,. . .,22tiP’-tuples.

of the right set

step-sets the same argument,
Then, in the same way,

Finally,

we have on the first

horizontal many elements (the most left from the 22’-1-tuples) marked by the same 2:”
different numbers (with the index l), and there are no other sets on the corresponding
vertical lines. The next (second) stage of the game will run only on these verticals. It
runs in the same way as the first stage, but the lowest horizontal is the second now.
After the second stage we have on the second horizontal many elements marked by
the same 2” - 1 numbers differing from the 2” numbers on the first horizontal. Then,
in the same way, we run the third stage (on verticals defined by the elements of the
second stage), then stages with numbers 4,5,. . . ,2” (after each stage height of the
game decreases by 1 and the set of used verticals becomes more sparse).
It is easy to see that if the second player marks the elements of all considered pairs
(according to the rules of the game), then he has to use not less than
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2”+(2”-1)+(2”-2)+~~~+(2”-(2*-1))=2”2m-(1+2+~~~+(2m-1))=
2n+m _ (2rn _ 1pm-1 > p+m-1
numbers (since n 3 m) that is more than he has. Note
that we considered

only the pairs of places

such that the first place has height not

more than 2m (height of the second, of course,
to mark the elements

62”).

Therefore,

whenever

P2 refuses

of such a pair, PI wins. The lemma and the theorem are proved.

It would be interesting to determine a sharp lower estimate on horizontal zone of the
game, that is on number of words used by the first player. In particular, the author does
not know an answer to the following question. Is it true that 3a > 1 VE > 0 3~ ‘v”n3 110
[the first player has a winning strategy (for m = n) on horizontal zone exp(exp(en))
(here exp(x) = 2’) in the game where the second player can mark places by 2”” pairs
of numbers]? (vertical zone, as earlier, is equal to 2”). It is not difficult to prove that
if the answer is positive

then the following

is true:

and
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